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For the attention of:
Brendan Crabb
Director and CEO
Burnet Institute
Brendan Crabb, why did you not disclose the Burnet Institute's conflict of interest in your recent interviews
about Covid on the Murdoch media, i.e. 'There's cumulative damage each time you get infected', The Weekend
Australian, 16 July 2022, and Let people know Covid facts: Burnet Institute director Brendan Crabb, The
Australian, 17 July 2022? (Articles attached.)
These articles beat up the fear about Covid, and of course promote Covid 'vaccination' and masks, as per the latest
AHPPC statement[1], but why wasn't it disclosed that the Burnet Institute is engaged in Covid-19 vaccine
research[2], and is partnering with moderna in designing mRNA vaccines, including for SARS-CoV-2?[3]
Brendan Crabb, how can the Burnet Institute be relied upon to provide independent and objective modelling data on
Covid-19, when the Burnet Institute is conflicted by being involved with SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccine research
with moderna? As reported on BioPharma-Reporter in March 2022 "Moderna has finalized a strategic
partnership with the Australian government to build an mRNA manufacturing facility in Melbourne: which is
expected to produce up to 100 million mRNA respiratory vaccine doses annually".[4]
Is the Australian population being served up by the Australian government as a ready market for the benefit
of moderna and the Burnet Institute and others? Certainly the Australian population has been a taxpayer-funded
cash cow so far, with millions being coerced to submit to Pfizer, moderna and AstraZeneca 'leaky vaccines', against a
disease it was known from the beginning wasn't a serious threat to most people. And now they're being set up for who
knows how many jabs in future, with "worrying new variants" to be scared about...
While two doses of Covid-19 'leaky vaccines' were pressed upon Australians in the initial rollout to be 'fully
vaccinated', people are now being urged to have four and even five doses. The new ATAGI term is 'up to date', and
the sky is the limit for the number of doses, as it's evident the jabs provide dubious 'protection' of very limited
duration.
It seems this was always the plan, as announced in July 2021, with the Morrison government 'securing' 280 million
doses for a population of 26 million, more than ten doses for everyone in Australia.[5] Who knew that when they
were being lined up for the first two jabs? Including children - are they being set up for Covid jabs for life against a disease that was of little or no threat to them?
What we're seeing unfold is the development of a lucrative global Covid jab market, built on the back of a
disease it was known from the beginning wasn't a serious threat to most people, as admitted on the World
Health Organization's website: "Most people infected with the virus will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness
and recover without requiring special treatment".[6] It's incomprehensible that draconian measures were ever
instigated against this disease.
Millions of people in Australia have been jabbed under coercion, under mandates to keep their jobs - No Jab, No Job
- and to participate in civil society - No Jab, No Life.
'Informed consent' has been trashed in this unprecedented global vaccine experiment.[7]
This is a scandalous situation Brendan Crabb, which requires urgent investigation.
I ask you again, why was the Burnet Institute's conflict of interest not disclosed on articles promoting Covid
jabs on the Murdoch media, i.e. that the Burnet Institute is involved in Covid-19 vaccine research?
I look forward to your early response.
Sincerely
Elizabeth Hart

Independent researcher investigating the over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
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